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These are unpublished notes to supplement February Workgroup Update

We have been working to identify areas where we can more immediately recommend solutions to our

full monthly BHAB meetings, especially areas centered on our presentations such as:

1. The framework of how presentations are Selected, Delivered, and our Involvement:

a. Selected (e.g. relevancy): Is topic a BHAB annual priority? Why now? Where in

procurement process?

b. Delivered (e.g. content): e.g. Data, successes, challenges, outlook

c. Our involvement (e.g. What is presenter’s ask? What are our questions and concerns?)

2. A better availability and understanding of underlying data supporting presentations.

a. e.g. demonstrating market metrics and feedback such as:

i. The total need for mental health and alcohol and other drug services?

ii. The actual demand by residents and for what services?

iii. How much demand is BHS supplying services to accommodate?

iv. What are the gaps (need vs. demand vs. supply) in number and services?

v. What are the challenges, potential strategies, the hurdles hindering?

3. How do we engage as BHAB?

a. develop workgroups as needed

b. address topics on more timely basis (e.g. homeless in Hepatitis A crisis)

c. becoming more educated as BHAB e.g. how programs are evaluated, by whom, what is

the process and opportunity for BHAB and public feedback?

d. Attend Industry Days, represent BHAB on external groups and committees

4. How we communicate our feedback to our respective Supervisors and their staff

Suggestions
Some suggestions include working with Staff and BHAB leaders to:

1. Develop and adopt a data-informed presentation framework

2. Establish a coordinated process for BHAB members to address Board priorities

3. Create overview materials and encourage regular updates from each workgroup

a. e.g. 1-page document; as well as regular updates to keep us all up to speed, so we can

return both our own and any community feedback.

4. Learn behavioral health priorities of our Supervisors and their staff, and provide timely feedback.


